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                        BÄRO design – cutting edge.
                    

                
                
                    
                        
                            100% LED technology.
                        

                    
                    The progress in new lighting technologies spurs us on. We are committed to developing and realising innovative lighting solutions for sensitive products. Our current range of luminaires, the functionality and the design of our products are an expression of the complex challenges of our times and the result of an in-depth examination of the key factors here: lighting efficiency, system intelligence and energy expertise.

Lighting expertise. Made in Germany.
 Development, production and assembly of our luminaires takes place in Germany, and almost the entire value chain takes place within Europe. Thus, we guarantee the best possible light quality and durable products.
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                            BeNature is an innovative, sunlightlike light spectrum with particularly well balanced colour components. 
                        
                        BeNature: The new naturalness of artificial light.
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                            From simple lighting control and complex lighting management systems to cloudbased Internet of Light (IoL) concepts.
                        
                        ecoDiMotion: Intelligent, cloud-based lighting control.
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                            Intara SX features patented precision optics, optimum glare control and minimal dimensions for maximum versatility.
                        
                        SX: The little wonder of light and spac  in the ceiling.
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                            The new linear and rectangular versions of the TX are optimized for smaller store formats or areas with low ceiling heights.
                        
                        TX: Is characte rised by a straightlined, a high level of flexibility.
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